Investigation of Jahn–Teller splitting with O 1s x-ray absorption spectroscopy in strained Nd$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$MnO$_3$ thin films
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Electronic structures of strained Nd$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$MnO$_3$ (NCMO) thin films with $x=0$ to 0.8 are investigated via x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). The obtained O 1s spectra within the photon energy 529–535 eV can be decomposed into $e_g^{↑}$, $e_g^{↑}$, $t_{2g}^{↑}$, and $e_g^{↓}$ bands. Based on the assigned energy levels of these band states, the energies of magnetic exchange, crystal field and Jahn–Teller (JT) splitting are determined. Particularly, the JT splitting is around 0.8 eV, which is observed with O 1s XAS for the first time in NCMO thin films. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3299023]

Perovskite manganites with chemical compositions $R_{1-x}$A$_x$MnO$_3$, where Re is a rare-earth (Re=La, Pr, and Nd) and A is an alkaline-earth metal (A=Ca, Sr, and Ba), have activated a great amount of research because of their extraordinary physical properties such as the colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) and the strong correlations of spin, charge, and orbital ordering. In this mixed-valence system of Mn$^{3+}$/Mn$^{4+}$, the strong coupling between the magnetic ordering and the electrical conductivity is explained by the double-exchange model, in which the holes in $e_g$ orbitals are the electrical carriers that move on a background of $t_{2g}$ ions. The phase separation exists in these materials and was suggested to be the origin of the CMR effect. One of the important features of these perovskite oxides is the Jahn–Teller (JT) distortion, which is related to the local oxygen octahedra and can be controlled with the effective radius of $(R,A)$-ion. For example, the O octahedron sustains a stronger static JT distortion in ReMnO$_3$ than A MnO$_3$ due to the high crystal anisotropy. Overall, the electronic properties of $R_{1-x}$A$_x$MnO$_3$ are mainly determined by the state energies of the Mn (3$d$) bands under the combined effects of the crystal field splitting, magnetic exchange and the JT distortion.

Based on the theoretical prediction for LaMnO$_3$, the splitting energy should about 3.0 eV due to the magnetic exchange, 2.0 eV from the crystal field, and 1.5 eV from the JT distortion. However, the JT splitting energy was never been confirmed with any experimental evidence.

XAS is a particularly sensitive probe for the electronic structures and thus can provide the direct information about the valence, the unoccupied electronic states, and the effective charge of the absorber atom in a solid. Despite the numerous XAS studies and the related work of electron-energy-loss spectroscopy in CMR materials, there is still lack of information about the splitting energy of JT distortion. Therefore, it is our speculation that the actual JT splitting energy in CMR system may be smaller than the theoretical value, which makes it hard to be detected.

In this work, we report a systematic XAS study on the strained Nd$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$MnO$_3$ (NCMO-x) thin films with $x=0$ to 0.8. The reason for choosing the system of NCMO-x is that the tolerance factor, defined as $t=\left(\frac{r_{\text{Nd/Ca}}+r_{O}}{2}\right)/\left(r_{\text{Mn}}+r_{O}\right)$, is between 0.900 and 0.915, which is smaller than that in (La, Sr)MnO$_3$ ($t \sim 0.930$), thus generating a relatively stronger lattice distortion. In addition, the Ca-doping could raise the population of $e_g$ unoccupied state to enhance the intensity of the corresponding XAS spectra. The goal of this work is to provide an experimental evidence on the strain/doping effects on the JT splitting in the CMR films.

The NCMO-x thin films with $x=0$ to 0.8 are deposited on LaAlO$_3$ (LAO) single-crystal substrate by using the pulsed laser deposition with a KrF (248 nm) laser in the flowing O$_2$ atmosphere of 50 mTorr at the temperature of 800 °C. Sintered targets of stoichiometric single-phase oxides of Nd$_2$O$_3$, CaCO$_3$, and MnO$_2$ are used for ablation at an energy density of ~2 J/cm$^2$. The thickness of film is controlled by the deposition time and around 100 nm for all samples. The phase purity of all the films is analyzed with x-ray diffraction (XRD) using Bruker D8 system. The XAS experiments on NCMO-x thin films are performed at the beamline 05B2-EPU at the National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center of Taiwan using the end station photoemission electron microscopy.

X-ray diffraction patterns exhibit only (00l) lines for both the NCMO-x thin films and the LAO substrate as shown in Fig. 1(a), indicating good crystalline structures of these films with a preferential growth along the c-axis. The c lattice parameters of all thin films are determined from the (002) d-spacing and plotted against $x$ as open symbols in Fig. 1(b), with the dashed line marking the c-parameter of LAO and the solid symbols representing the data of bulk NCMO-x. Since the b-parameter of the bulk sample with $x<0.3$ is much larger than that of LAO substrate and it decreases with increasing $x$, the compressive strain for $x=0$ and 0.1 is relatively greater than the highly doped ones. Therefore, the c-parameter of NCMO-x film first keeps as a...
The crystal-field effect is sketched in Fig. 2, giving electronic structure of Mn$^3_+$ ions. The curve is fitted with five peaks for energy levels of Mn$^3_+$ ions, indicating the presence of JT effect. Based on this sketch, the relative energy of the first peak is enhanced with increasing x and becomes strong enough only for x ≈ 0.5.

In Fig. 2(a) the position of peak i (PEi) with i = 1–4 versus the Ca content (x) is plotted, indicating that the PE-value of P3 and P4 slightly increases with increasing x, while of $e_g^{1\uparrow}$ gradually enhances with x and becomes strong enough only for x ≈ 0.5.
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that of P2 is near a constant with increasing \( x \). It suggests that the combined effects of strain and doping may cause a gentle modulation in the energy level for \( e_{g}^{\uparrow} \) and \( e_{g}^{\downarrow} / t_{2g}^{\downarrow} \). Based on the differences between various energy levels, several important parameters can be derived, including the magnetic exchange energy \( \Delta E_{\text{ME}} = PE_{4} - (PE_{2} + PE_{1}) / 2 \), the crystal field energy \( \Delta E_{\text{CF}} = PE_{4} - PE_{3} \) and the JT distortion energy \( \Delta E_{\text{JT}} = PE_{2} - PE_{1} \). The results of various energy parameters versus Ca-content are plotted in Fig. 3(b). With increasing the content of Ca from zero to 0.1, \( \Delta E_{\text{ME}} \) first jumps from 2.32 to 2.92 eV with \( x \) from 0 to 0.1 and then near linearly increases to 3.02 eV at \( x = 0.8 \). Meanwhile, \( \Delta E_{\text{CF}} \) increases greatly from 0.76 to 1.20 eV for \( x \) changing from 0 to 0.1 and then keeps as 1.45 ± 0.05 eV for \( x \geq 0.1 \). Most interestingly, the value of \( \Delta E_{\text{JT}} \) is estimated as \( -0.8 \pm 0.1 \) eV for the samples with \( x \geq 0.5 \), which is about half of the value predicted for LaMnO\(_3\). The appearance of P1 for \( x \geq 0.5 \) [as seen in Fig. 3(a)] and the small value of \( \Delta E_{\text{JT}} \) suggests that JT splitting can be detected with XAS only when the \( e_{g}^{\uparrow} \) band has significant amount of unoccupied states.

In conclusion, the electronic structures of strained Nd\(_{1-x}\)Ca\(_{x}\)MnO\(_3\) films with \( x = 0 \)–0.8 are systematically investigated via XAS. The O 1s spectrum is used to identify the energy states and is decomposed into \( e_{g}^{\uparrow} \), \( e_{g}^{\downarrow} \), \( t_{2g}^{\downarrow} \), and \( e_{g}^{\downarrow} \) bands. The energies of magnetic exchange, crystal field splitting and JT distortion are obtained as 2.3–3.0, 1.45, and 0.8 eV, respectively. It is worthy to mention that this XAS study demonstrates that the JT splitting of CMR system can be detected only in the sample with significant amount of holes.
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